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IT’S PAINING: FUEL PRICES ROSE OVER
RS 20/LTR IN FY21, BY RS 10 THIS YR

Deal Breaker

Tatas intensify Air
India due diligence

With crude expected to remain moderately firm over next few months, relief to consumers from higher fuel prices
could only be expected when government decides to cut tax rates. However, senior finance ministry functionaries
have indicated that tax cut is not on the table as of now and they were hoping that crude prices itself would soften as
more oil is pumped by major producers. This could keep fuel over the century mark for some time to come.
 A close look at the official
data provided by
Petroleum Planning and
Analyses Cell reveals that
petrol prices (in the
national capital) rose by a
whopping Rs 20.97 per
litre between April 1, 2020
and March 31, 2021 in
FY21, the highest ever levels to be recorded so far.
 Global crude is priced just
above $75 a barrel now to
take fuel prices to historic
high levels. A look at fuel
price in 2012 brings out
the contrast as the crude
in September that year
touched over $110 a barrel, still petrol prices hovered around Rs 70 a litre
while diesel was close to
Rs 50 a litre.

Subhash Narayan|New Delhi

ou must be feeling the pain
of rising fuel prices after it hit
the century mark across the
country last month. Taking the
pump prices of petrol and diesel
to unprecedented levels not seen
before, even during the big surge
in global oil during 2010-14 period
when crude prices remained
largely above $100 a barrel. Petrol
was priced at Rs 69.59 a litre at the
beginning of FY21 on April 1 last
year and it was priced at Rs 90.56 a
litre on March 31 year. This is a
growth of 30.13 per cent in FY21.
The story of price hike doesn't
end in the last fiscal. It has continued well into FY22, albeit at a
much sharper pace. In the three
and half months of current fiscal,
petrol prices have already risen by
Rs 10.63 paise a litre in Delhi from
a level of Rs 90.56 a litre on April 1
to Rs 101.19 on July 14 in Delhi.
This is already a growth of 11.73
per cent. With regard to diesel
prices, in FY21 the retail price of
the fuel rose by Rs 18.58 per litre
from Rs 62.29 a litre on April 1,
2020 to Rs 80.87 a litre on March
31, 2021, a growth of 29.83 per

JUNE WPI ROSE BY
12.07 PER CENT

Y

CABINET APPROVES INCREASE IN DA, DR TO 28%
New Delhi: The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved increase in the
Dearness Allowance (DA) to Central government employees and
Dearness Relief (DR) to pensioners to 28 per cent, with effect from July
1 this year. This represents a hike of 11 per cent over the existing rate
of 17 per cent of the basic pay or pension. In view of the unprecedented situation which arose due to the Covid-19 pandemic, three additional instalments of DA to Central government employees and DR to pensioners, which were due from January 1 and July 1 last year and
January 1 this year had been frozen.

cent in Delhi. The rise of diesel
has been sharper in FY21 in
Mumbai where it rose by Rs 21.75
per litre from Rs 66.21 a litre last
year to Rs 87.96 a litre this year
March end. In the current fiscal,
diesel rates have risen by Rs 8.85
in Delhi from Rs 80.87 on April 1
to Rs 89.72 now. In Mumbai, the
fuel has risen by Rs 9.33 per litre to

Rs 97.29 a litre now. The fuel is
most expensive in Mumbai
among all the metros. The story of
fuel price hike over the last five
quarters is even harsher in states
such as Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra where local duties
on petrol and diesel are the highest in the country.

The inflation rate alarmingly
remained above the 12 per
cent mark. The monthly rate
of inflation, in June 2020,
stood at (-) 1.81 per cent. On
a sequential basis, the month
over month change in WPI
index for June 2021 as compared to May, was 0.75 per
cent. On segment wise basis,
prices of primary articles,
which constitute 22.62 per
cent of the WPI's total weightage, rose at a slower rate of
7.74 per cent last month from
9.61 per cent in May 2021.
Similarly, WPI food index rose
by 6.66 per cent from 8.11 per
cent reported for May. Key
consumables such as potato
became a bit inexpensive. Its
prices deflated by (-) 30.97
per cent against (-) 27.90 per
cent. Vegetable prices fell by
(-) 0.78 per cent against (-) 9
per cent. Prices of pulses rose
by 11.49 per cent last month
from 12.09 per cent.

 On its part, the national
carrier has set up a
'Divestment Cell' to
facilitate co-ordination
between the Tata and
Air India teams. Air
India is said to be providing full support to
these teams and facilitating their visits to the
operational sites.
Furthermore, the Tata
teams have been given
access to the airline's
operational areas such
as ticketing, check-incounters.
Rohit Vaid|New Delhi

onglomerate Tata
Group which is being
seen as the front runner in acquisition of Air India
has intensified its due diligence process. According to
highly placed sources, teams
comprising of Tata group
companies' officials have
been visiting Air India sites
lately. Generally, team comprising of Tata Group firms'

C

AirAsia India, TCS and others
visit the operational and
administrative sites of the
national carrier. The development assumes significance
since the submission of
financial bids is due in
September.
Besides, technical intelligence about the company is
being sought from Tata
Group's airlines AirAsia India
and Vistara. Furthermore,
contractual obligations and
cost structure of Air India is
being closely studied.
Other aspects such as type
of software, rostering schedules and route dispersals are
being studied. Additionally,
customer complaints and
files of old cases have also
been sought, said one of the
source. They added that as
soon as the deal is
announced Tatas want to be
in a position to deploy more
resources at several stations
across the country.

Donation to Patanjali Research MP to resume classes for Std Not standing for President: Pawar

Foundation Trust now tax deductible 11&12 students from July 26
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

Team Absolute|Bhopal

fter the second wave of
the Covid pandemic
weakened in Madhya
Pradesh, the state government has decided to restart
schools for class 11 and 12
students from July 26. In the
first phase of opening of
schools and colleges, classes
for students of 11 and 12 will
be started from July 26 with
50 per cent capacity. This
means that out of the four
days in a week, one batch
would study on two days and
the second batch on the
remaining two days. This is
because caution is necessary
to avoid the third wave of the
pandemic. For this, a strategy
is being devised. If all goes
well then other classes will
also be started.

A
Central Board of Direct
Taxes.
"This Notification shall
apply with effect from the
date of publication in the
Official Gazette (i.e from the
Previous Year 2021-2022)
and accordingly shall be
applicable for Assessment
Year(s) 2022-23 to 2027-28."
As per the Income Tax
norms, while computing the

NO NON-ACADEMIC
WORK FOR TEACHERS:
ALLAHABAD HC
Lucknow: The Allahabad High Court has
passed a major order on non-academic
work being carried out by teachers. The
court ruled that teachers will not be
made to do non-academic work, citing
the Right to Education Act, 2009 and
directives have been issued to all District
Magistrates in this regard. The court has
directed the authority concerned, all
District Magistrates and district Basic
Education Officers to issue the necessary
orders. Many non-academic works like
distribution of mid-day meals, construction of buildings and boundary walls,
running of school accounts, and assistance in making Aadhaar cards were
being carried out by teachers, which will
no longer be done. The court, in its order,
has said that teachers can only be
employed during disasters, the Census,
and general elections. It ordered that the
duty of teachers under the Right to
Education Act, 2009 cannot be imposed
for non-educational activities. Rule 27 of
the Act was mentioned for this.

income under head of 'business and profession', a taxpayer is permitted to deduct
there from, any amount paid
to an 'approved scientific
research association' for
undertaking scientific
research. With the new tax
recognition given to the
research foundation, the
entity can expect to see an
increase in donations.

RESULT OF HIGH SCHOOL
EXAM YEAR 2021 DECLARED
The examination results of
9 lakh 14 thousand 79 students have been declared in
the High School Certificate
2021 examination results
conducted by the Board of
Secondary Education. This
year's examination result
has been Cent-Percent. All
the students have been
passed. No supplementary
has been provided to any
student. If any student is
dissatisfied with his/her
examination result or
whose examination result
has been declared showing
'Absent', they can appear in
the examination or in any
subject-specific examination to be held in the month
of September.

eeking to scotch all
speculation, Nationalist
Congress Party supremo
Sharad Pawar on Wednesday
said that he was not standing
in the Presidential election in
mid-2022, as reported in
some sections of the media.
Rubbishing the rumours circulating in political circles
since this morning after poll
strategist Prashant Kishor
met top Congress leaders in
New Delhi, Pawar said it was
"absolutely false" that he will

S

contest for the post of
President. "I know what
the result will be, given
the party (ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party)
has more than 300 MPs,"
the 81-year-old told
media. The veteran
leader pointed out that
nothing has been decided so far, whether it is the
2024 Lok Sabha or
Maharashtra Assembly
elections, since the polls
are still far off, and the
political scenario keeps
changing.

Do not file cases under axed
IT Act section, MHA to states
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Union Ministry of
Home Affairs has asked
states and Union
Territories to direct all police stations under
their jurisdiction not to register cases under
the repealed Section 66A of the Information
Technology Act, 2000. It has also asked the
states and the UTs to sensitise law enforcement agencies for the compliance of the order
issued by the Supreme Court on March 24,

T

85% university students faced
learning loss last year: Report
This learning loss has five sources; the digital divide, slow governance at government institutions, pre-existing capacity deficits, longer lockdowns than most
countries, and weak online teaching/learning content, the survey revealed.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

whopping 85 per
cent of the higher
education students
in India believe they had a
learning loss, according to
a survey by TeamLease
EdTech. The survey, titled
"Covid 19 Learning Loss in
Higher Education",
showed that while students
feel that the loss is between
40 per cent and 60 per
cent, university leaders
state that the loss has been
30 per cent to 40 per cent.

A

The loss is twice the estimated learning loss in G7
countries and it may take
three years to repair. The
survey was conducted with
more than 700 students
and 75 university leaders
across the country. It suggested that the learning
loss must be blunted by
immediately allowing all
universities and colleges to
open with necessary precautions. All universities
must be immediately and
automatically licensed for
online learning.

"India has 35
❝
million out of
the world's 222
million university
students. The
immediate policy
response should be
opening all universities
for physical learning
and the most
impactful response
is bringing forward
the 15-year implementation timetable
for the New
Education Policy
(NEP) to 5 years,”
Teamlease CEO
Edtech Shantanu
Rooj said in a
statement.

❝

he Centre has accorded
'Research Association'
tag to Baba Ramdev-led
Patanjali Research
Foundation Trust, Haridwar,
thereby exempting donations
made to the trust from
income tax. The notification
would be applicable on
donations made during 20212022 to 2026-27 and businesses can claim tax deduction for the same period.
"In exercise of the powers
conferred by clauses (ii) of
sub-section (1) of section 35
of the Income-tax Act, 1961
(43 of 1961) read with rules
5C and 5D of the Income-tax
Rules, 1962, the Central
Government hereby
approves M/s Patanjali
Research Foundation Trust,
Haridwar under the category
'Research Association' for
Scientific Research for the
purposes of clauses (ii) of
sub-section (1) of section 35
of the Income-tax Act, 1961
read with rules 5C and 5D of
the Income-tax Rules, 1962,"
said the notification of the

Team Absolute|Mumbai

2015. The MHA has also
said that if any case has
been booked in states and
the UTs under Section 66A
of the IT Act, 2000, such
cases should be immediately withdrawn. The
Supreme Court, in its judgment on March 24,
2015 in the matter of Shreya Singhal versus
Union of India, had struck down Section 66A,
making it null and void with effect from the
date of the order, and hence, no action could
be taken under this section.

RAHUL WALKS OUT FROM
MEETING OF STANDING
COMMITTEE ON DEFENCE
New Delhi: Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on
Wednesday walked out of the meeting of the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Defence
over differences on its agenda. Sources said that
Gandhi wanted
that a discussion on border
dispute on
China should
have been
incorporated in
the agenda but
this was
declined by the
Committee's
Chairman, Jual
Oram of the BJP.
Gandhi has
been critical of the government on the issue of
the border dispute with China and has accused
it of mishandling the situation. Congress
President Sonia Gandhi had also issued statement on the anniversary of Galwan clash in
which 20 Indian soldiers had been killed as well
as unknown number of Chinese soldiers.
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'WE WERE A LITTLE DISTURBED': SC ON
UP GOVT PRESSING FOR KANWAR YATRA

Prolonged situation in Ladakh
negatively impacting ties between
India and China: Jaishankar

Team Absolute|New Delhi

Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

xternal Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar told his Chinese
counterpart on Wednesday
that the relationship between the
two countries is being impacted
in a negative manner by the
existing situation in Eastern
Ladakh getting prolonged.
Jaishankar met the State
Councilor and Foreign Minister
of China, Wang Yi, on the sidelines of SCO Foreign Ministers'
meet in Dushanbe, Tajikistan.
Recalling their last meeting in
Moscow in September 2020, the
External Affairs Minister emphasised the need to follow through
on the agreement reached then
and complete the disengagement process, resolving the
remaining issues along the Line
of Actual Control (LAC) in
Eastern Ladakh at the earliest.
"The External Affairs Minister
pointed out to the State
Councilor that the successful disengagement in the Pangong Lake
area earlier this year had created
conditions for resolving the
remaining issues. It was expected
that the Chinese side would work
with us towards this objective.

he Supreme Court on
Wednesday took suo moto
cognisance of the Uttar
Pradesh government's decision to
allow 'Kanwar Yatra' amid the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. The
order in this matter has also been
sent to the Chief Justice of India,
N.V. Ramana.
A bench headed by Justice R.F.
Nariman and comprising Justice
B.R. Gavai has issued a notice to
the Centre, the Uttarakhand government, and the Yogi Adityanath
government in Uttar Pradesh, fixing the matter for hearing on
Friday.
Taking cognisance of a news
report stating the Uttar Pradesh
government is pressing ahead with
the annual ritual of 'Kanwar Yatra'
that sees a heavy movement of pilgrims across the states in the
northern belt, the bench said: "We
were a little disturbed given today's
headline."
The top court emphasised that
Uttar Pradesh has chosen to continue with 'Kanwar Yatra' while
Uttarakhand, with its hindsight of
experience, has said that there will
be no Yatra this time.

E

It also pointed at another news
report, wherein Prime Minister
Narendra Modi during his meeting
with the Chief Ministers of northeastern states mentioned that "it's
up to us to stop it (the third wave
of the pandemic) and we cannot
compromise even a bit".
The bench said: "Given the disparate political voices, all speaking
at the same time, it is important
that the relevant Secretary, Union

of India, respond to this news
report. Given the fact that this
Yatra is to take off from July 25, it is
necessary to fix a short time period
for this case."
The bench said that affidavits
will be filed by Friday morning by
the relevant Secretary, Union of
India; and Principal Secretaries of
Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh.
The bench added, "List the matter on 16.07.2021 (Friday). A copy

Pulwama encounter: Pak Lashkar
commander among 3 militants killed
Srinagar|Agencies

hree terrorists belonging to proscribed outfit
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)
were eliminated in an
overnight joint operation by
the police, army and CRPF in
South Kashmir's Pulwama
district, officials said on
Wednesday.
One of the three terrorists
has been identified as a
Pakistani, and the other two
are locals.
The army said in the eight
hour-long operation, Aijaz
alias Abu Huraira, a Pakistani
terrorist and two other terrorists identified as Javed Rather
of Tahab, Pulwama and
Shahnawaz Gani of Srinagar
belonging to LeT were eliminated by the security forces.
The Army said after receiving
specific intelligence input
from the police about the
presence of terrorists in the
built up area of New Colony
in Pulwama, an operation
was launched by troops of

T

Panzgom, the Pulwamabased Rashtriya Rifles
Battalion, J&K Police and the
CRPF at 11.55 p.m. on
Tuesday.
"As the troops were laying
cordon at 1.20 a.m. on
Wednesday, the terrorists
opened fire on the troops and
tried to escape taking advantage of darkness. Alert troops
immediately returned fire
and trapped the fleeing terrorists in a house."
"A call for surrender was
given, but the terrorists continued firing indiscriminately
and a gunfight ensued."

Two AK-47 rifles, one pistol
and other warlike stores were
recovered from the
encounter site.
As per the police, these
notorious terrorists were
involved in many antinational activities and were
involved in recruiting terrorists in South Kashmir.
"Neutralization of the three
terrorists will go a long way in
bringing peace in Pulwama
district and alleviate the civilians of their sufferings and
hardships at the hands of
these notorious terrorists,"
the army said.

of this order be given Dasti to B.V.
Balram Das, standing counsel for
Union of India, Abhishek Atrey,
standing counsel for the state of
Uttarakhand and Pradeep Mishra,
standing counsel for the state of
Uttar Pradesh immediately. The
registry is directed to send a copy
of this order to the Chief Justice of
India forthwith," the top court said
in its order.

CONGRESS TO RAISE INFLATION,
COVID MISMANAGEMENT IN
MONSOON SESSION
New Delhi:
The Congress has
decided to raise
issues of inflation, fuel price
hike, Covid mismanagement,
and the border
issue in the
upcoming
Monsoon session.The party
strategy group for
Parliament,
chaired by party
chief Sonia
Gandhi, met on
Wednesday evening and the party is of view it
should raise the Rafale issue after the development in France, where a probe in alleged kickbacks has been initiated, and the border
issue.Coordination with other opposition parties has been entrusted to Rajya Sabha leader
Mallikarjun Kharge as the party wants joint
opposition strategy in the house to corner the
government.Congress leader P. Chidambaram,
addressing the media on Tuesday, had said:
"Congress party will raise the issue of high inflation in the forthcoming session of Parliament
and demand a full discussion on the subject as
well as substantial relief for the people of
India."

Fake currency racket busted in Raj, 2 arrested
Jaipur|Agencies

location of the accused persons was raided. Along with
fake notes worth Rs 5,80,000,
many electronic equipment,
including fake note printing
machines, colour printers
and scanners were found
there. The SOG team has
seized them all. The team has
also arrested two accused in
this case who have been
identified as Brijesh Maurya
and Pratham Sharma.
Initial interrogation has
revealed that Maurya, a resident of Madhya Pradesh, was
the mastermind of the gang,
while Pratham Sharma is a
resident of Jaipur. Further
investigation is on.

T

he Special Operations
Group (SOG) of
Rajasthan Police on
Wednesday arrested two persons and recovered fake currency notes worth Rs 5,80,000
from their possession.
The SOG also seized a factory which was engaged in
printing fake Indian currency
notes (FICN) that was being
run from a villa.
According to SOG officials,
"The action was taken on
Wednesday morning at
Goner Padampura near
Jaipur. Based on inputs
received by the SOG, the

Odisha will have all cancer care
facilities in next 2-3 yrs: CM
Bhubaneswar|Agencies

added. India emphasised that
maintenance of peace and tranquility in the border areas has
been the foundation for the
development of ties since 1988.
The attempts to change the status quo last year that also disregarded commitments under the
1993 and 1996 agreements have
inevitably affected ties,
Jaishankar said.

Customs reduces clearance time for
edible oil consignments at ports
Team Absolute|New Delhi

W

ith shortage of domestic
edible oil pushing up the
need to increase imports
quickly, the Indian Customs has
put up special motoring and
import clearances procedure for
the commodity to reduce the
clearance time for such consignments to about 3-4 days.
The Customs Department, in a
statement, said that they were
ensuring that there is no clogging
at the ports for edible oil.
To facilitate trade and expedite
the clearances, nodal officers
have also been nominated in all
the Customs zones and a standard operating procedure has
also been put in place for smooth
clearance. Customs is also engaging with the industry associations
regularly, the statement said.
Moreover, Customs is continuously monitoring the import
clearances of edible oils in coordination with the Food Safety
and Standards Authority of India

UP ATS ARRESTS
THREE MORE TERROR
SUSPECTS
Lucknow: The UP ATS
has arrested three more suspects on Wednesday in connection with planning of terror attacks in Uttar Pradesh,
particularly Lucknow.The
arrested suspects were identified as Shakeel, 35, Mohd
Mustaqeem,44, and Mohd
Moid 29.According to an
official statement, the three
were arrested following
information provided by
Maseeruddin and Minhaz
Ansari who had been arrested earlier on Sunday. An
ATS statement said that the
three will soon be produced
in court and taken on
remand for further
investigations.

(FSSAI).As a result of the measures taken by the Customs, edible oil imports in the country had
seen a sudden increase. In the
current month up to July 12, a
whopping 4 lakh tonne of crude
palm oil has been imported,
more than 35 per cent growth
over the same period of previous
year. The import has grown by
over 5 per cent in the current fiscal year so far.The import/export

policy relating to edible oils, its
volumes of clearances and pendency situation at ports, etc are
reviewed on weekly basis by the
Inter-ministerial Committee on
prices of Agricultural
Commodities. These aspects are
also reviewed regularly by the
Committee of Secretaries and the
Group of Ministers, a Finance
Ministry release said.

Monsoon Session: LS Speaker
calls all-party meet on July 18
Team Absolute|New Delhi

L

ok Sabha Speaker Om Birla has called an
all-party meeting of all floor leaders on
July 18 to discuss issues related to the
upcoming Monsoon Session of Parliament.
The meeting is likely to begin from 11 a.m.
at Parliament premises, said sources.
Parliamentary Affairs Minister Pralhad
Joshi will also interact with the floor leaders
during the meeting and take their views
before the session starts its 19-day business
from July 19, said sources.The meeting has
been called a day before the Monsoon
Session, which will run between July 19 and
August 13, the first Session after the second
wave of ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. The
timings of the session will be from 11 a.m. to 6

p.m. for both the Houses.
The meeting is crucial as the Monsoon
Session is set to be stormy with the opposition
ready with strategy to corner the government
over several issues that include rising petrol
and diesel prices and the infrastructure lapses
during the second wave of Covid.

RBI imposes curbs on Mastercard over data storage
Team Absolute|New Delhi

O

disha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik on
Wednesday said the
state will have sufficient facilities for cancer care in the
next two to three years.
"In the next 2-3 years, we
will have sufficient latest
facilities within the state for
cancer care and our people
need not go to other cities for
treatment," he said while
dedicating MRI and CT scan
services at Acharya Harihar
Post Graduate Institute of
Cancer in Cuttack on a virtual platform.He said that the
patients at this institute can
access these services free of
cost and they would not
depend on the SCB Medical
College for these services.
This will result in timely and
accurate diagnosis leading to
early treatment, he noted.
Stating his government is
committed to provide the
best care to the cancer
patients in the state, the
Chief Minister said: "We are

The EAM, however, noted that
the situation in the remaining
areas is still unresolved," said a
statement issued by the Ministry
of External Affairs.
Jaishankar recalled that both
sides had agreed that a prolongation of the existing situation is
not in the interest of either side.
It is visibly impacting the relationship in a negative manner, he

n a major blow to payment
services major Mastercard
Asia/Pacific Pte Ltd, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on
Wednesday imposed restrictions
on on-boarding of new domestic
customers in the country on its
card network.
The RBI said that the restrictions
have been imposed as in spite of
lapse of considerable time and
adequate opportunities being
given, the entity has been found to
be non-compliant with the directions on storage of Payment
System Data.
"The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) has today imposed restrictions on Mastercard Asia / Pacific
Pte Ltd (Mastercard) from onboarding new domestic customers
(debit, credit or prepaid) onto its
card network from July 22, 2021,"
the central bank said in a statement.t, however, added that the
order will not impact the existing
customers of Mastercard.
Mastercard will have to advise

I
investing in upgrading and
expanding the facilities at
this institute to make it a
leading Centre in the country."
The state government is
also establishing cancer care
facilities across the state. The
Bargarh Cancer Hospital will
also be initiated shortly.
Apart from the district cancer chemo-therapy programme, the government is
also committed to better
cancer care facilities with
upgradation of existing radio
therapy units and creation of

new radio therapy units at
different districts of the state,
he said, adding, all these
facilities will help in early
diagnosis and recovery."We
have also been inviting
renowned private and charity organisations in this field
to set up facilities in the
state," he added.
Recently, Patnaik had laid
the foundation stone for the
state-of-the-art Cancer Care
and Palliative Care Centre in
Bhubaneswar with philanthropic support and partnerships.

all card issuing banks and nonbanks to conform to these directions. The supervisory action has
been taken in exercise of powers
vested in the RBI under Section 17
of the Payment and Settlement
Systems Act, 2007 (PSS Act).
Mastercard is a payment system

operator authorised to operate a
card network in the country under
the PSS Act. As per the RBI circular
on storage of payment system data
dated April 6, 2018, all system
providers were directed to ensure
that within a period of six months,
the entire data relating to payment

systems operated by them is stored
in a system only in India.
They were also required to
report compliance to the RBI and
submit a board-approved system
audit report conducted by a CERTIn empanelled auditor within the
timelines specified therein.
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CHIEF MINISTER REVIEWS ENERGY DEPARTMENT

COLLECTION OF ELECTRICITY BILLS SHOULD
BE HANDED OVER TO LOCAL YOUTH: CM
 Groups of local youth should be
entrusted with the responsibility of
collecting electricity bills in some
districts, as a model.

Committee will recommend
for strengthening of Mineral
Department: Mishra

Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has
said that the work of collection of electricity
bills should be entrusted to the local youth.
Initially, groups of local youth should be entrusted with the responsibility of collecting electricity
bills in some districts, as a model. This responsibility can be assigned transformer wise.
Arrangements can be made to give a fixed
amount to youth groups as an incentive on the
acquired bills. Chouhan was reviewing the activities of the Energy Department at his residence.
Chouhan said that power companies should
provide quality service and make full recovery.
Incidents like electricity theft, wire theft should
be monitored and checked and those found
guilty should be punished. If immediate action is
not taken against those who do such activities,
then the incidents of theft will rise.
Chouhan said that inactivity in power supply,
maintenance, tripping, replacement of burnt
transformers will not be tolerated. Employees
who are not taking action will not be spared.
Chief Minister said that we have to provide electricity to houses and farms.
Chouhan directed to bring immediate

C

 Mishra was presiding over the
meeting of the Cabinet
Committee on matters related
to mining of minor minerals
(sand) in the state.

improvement in the power supply situation in the
East region. Instructions have been given to
improve the system regarding power supply,
maintenance, regular supply from agricultural
and domestic feeders, immediate redressal of
complaints and speedy maintenance work to rice
mills and crushers.
Chouhan said that quality and regular power
supply should be ensured in the entire state. The

Police officer removed from field duty for
negligence in checking river pollution
 "Manpur police station in-charge Hitendra Singh Rathore has
been removed from his post and shifted to police lines for his
alleged negligence with immediate effect," superintendent of
police Mahesh Chandra Jain said.
Team Absolute |Indore

police station in-charge
from Indore district in
Madhya Pradesh was
removed from field duty for
alleged negligence in investigating the dumping of industrial waste consisting of
harmful chemicals in the
Ajnar river, a senior officer
said on Wednesday.
"Manpur police station incharge Hitendra Singh
Rathore has been removed
from his post and shifted to
police lines for his alleged
negligence with immediate
effect," superintendent of
police Mahesh Chandra
Jain said.
Jain said Mhow additional
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superintendent of police has
been directed to probe the
negligence and submit a
report within seven days.
According to officials, the
dumping of industrial waste
in the Ajnar river has been
going on for a long time,
resulting into its water getting
polluted and even the underground water in the vicinity
being affected.
An FIR was registered
under various sections of the
Indian Penal Code and the
Environment Protection Act.
A detailed investigation is
underway to find out the
source (factories) of this
harmful chemical waste, they
said.
The officials also said that

a private solid waste disposal
firm is being engaged to
make the Ajnar river, situated
about 25 km away from here,
pollution free.
Narmada Bachao Andolan
leader Medha Patkar had led
a protest rally on Sunday
from Foottalab village to
Manpur police station
demanding the arrest of
those responsible for the
river pollution.
The river is the main
source of drinking and irrigation water for the citizens
including tribals of 50 villages
of Indore, Dhar and
Khargone and the river's polluted water is affecting their
and their domestic animals'
lives, she had said.

FATHER-SON DUO SELLS
WOMAN AFTER RAPING
HER FOR MONTHS
A father-son duo has allegedly
raped a 27-year-old woman for
months before selling her off for Rs
60,000. According to the police, the
woman's husband was arrested
and sent to judicial custody about
six months back.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

27-year-old woman was allegedly
raped for months in captivity by a
father-son duo in the Ratibad area of
Madhya Pradesh's Bhopal before she was
sold off to a stranger for Rs 60,000.
The accused duo identified and Ravi (son)
and Ramesh (father) took Rs 60,000 from a
Vidisha resident who was to marry the
woman. However, police received information about the wedding, raided the spot, and
rescued the woman.
The father-son duo is yet to be nabbed.
According to the police, the woman's husband was arrested and sent to judicial custody about six months back.
Four months back the woman met Ravi
when she was looking for a job and the
accused had promised her one. But he took
her to a rented accommodation and allegedly raped her. She was later raped by Ramesh.
The accused continued raping her for
months in captivity until they stuck a deal
with a 38-year-old man named Sarman
Prajapati. The duo took Rs. 60,000 from him
and promised to get the woman married off
to him.
According to SHO Ratibad police station, a
case of forgery has been registered.
"The victim in her statement has said that
she was raped by the father-son duo before
they attempted to sell her off. Everyone related to the case is being questioned, and we
are hopeful that the two main accused
would be arrested soon. Relevant sections of
the IPC for human trafficking and rape
would be added to the FIR after going
through the required procedures," he said.
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INCENTIVE AMOUNT SHOULD BE GIVEN TO YOUTH
GROUPS FOR BILL COLLECTION
employees of Energy Department should work
with team spirit and responsibility. Improvement
in work culture up to village level is essential.
Chouhan said that working by connecting the
people in the cases of electricity theft, maintenance of transformers, wire theft and hooking is
must. It is necessary to make public aware about
the arrangement of electricity supply, strict action
should be taken against those who are guilty.

ome Minister Narottam Mishra has
said that the cabinet committee will
send its recommendations to the government for the recruitment of officers and
employees for the strengthening of the mineral department.
Mishra was presiding over the meeting of
the Cabinet Committee on matters related to
mining of minor minerals (sand) in the state.
Finance Minister Jagdish Deora was present
in the meeting. Public Works Minister Gopal
Bhargava and Mineral Minister Brijendra
Pratap Singh virtually attended the meeting.

H

Dung distributes bikes, autos, mopeds and ice boxes to fishermen
Team Absolute |Bhopal

ew and Renewable
Energy Minister
Hardeep Singh Dung,
during the first stay in
Balaghat district of his charge
on Wednesday, under the
Pradhan Mantri Matsya
Sampada Yojana distributed
cheques for 140 motorcycles,
5 auto rickshaws, 6 mopeds,
100 cycles and ice boxes for
fish farmers.
Dung said that fishermen
would be able to reach the
fishes in less time to the village, market and door to
door. The fish will avoid
spoilage. As a result their
income will increase. Dung
also directed the concerned
officers to ensure that the
benefits of the scheme reach
the fishermen of remote
areas.
AYUSH Minister
Ramkishore Kavre and former Minister Gaurishankar
Bisen were also present on
the occasion.
Dung called upon the fish-
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ermen to pay more attention
to the education of their children along with fisheries. As
a symbol, Dang gave Rs. 4
lakh 50 thousand to
Shailendra Tekam of Baihar
for bio-floc, Rs. 2 lakh 20
thousand to Vedram
Rahangdale of Pandava for
new pond, 45 thousand to
Vandana Kavre of Kirnapur
for motorcycle and Rekhabai

of Dongarmali. Provided a
check of Rs 6 lakh for the
kiosk. He started the program
by performing Kanya Pujan.
Balaghat is the leading district of the state in fisheries.
Fisheries and 68 crore fish
seeds are produced in 10
thousand hectare water area
in the district. Some women
beneficiaries were also
included under the scheme,

whose husbands were affected by corona infection. This
assistance will be crucial in
their livelihood.
Dang instructed to build
Muktidham within a month
in those villages of the district
where there is no Muktidham
under MNREGA. He said that
sheds, platforms and
approach roads should also
be constructed above

Bhopal: Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted a sapling of Rudraksha in
Smart Park here today.
Plantation is being done daily
by Chouhan as per his
pledge. Rudraksha plant is
considered a symbol of faith.
Garlands of its fruit are also
worn. Wearing Rudraksha
gives positive energy. Its
seeds are mainly used as
ornaments and garlands in
India and Nepal. Apart from
the Himalayan regions,
Rudraksha is found in sufficient quantity in Assam,
Madhya Pradesh,
Uttaranchal, Arunachal
Pradesh, Bengal. Apart from
this, Rudraksha trees can also
be seen in South India.

Muktidham. He said that
sports fields should also be
developed in villages through
MNREGA. Send the proposal
of the places requiring
Gaushala to the government.
Dung also took stock of the
medical arrangements at
Bhagat Singh District
Hospital. He planted saplings
after garlanding the statue of
Shaheed Bhagat Singh in the
premises. He discussed with
the staff as well as the
patients present there.
Dung reviewed all the
departments in the meeting
held at the Collectorate. He
said that the government officials and employees should
work for the common people
with the spirit of loyalty and
dedication. Make sure that
the benefits of government
schemes reach the last person. The Minister-in-Charge
also released a booklet prepared by the Forest
Department on bamboo cultivation, production and
bamboo based industry in
Balaghat district.

COP KICKS LABOURER MP Becomes First State To Launch Online Dispute Resolution Platform
IN VIRAL VIDEO
Team Absolute |Bhopal

CM plants a sapling
of Rudraksha

Mishra said that it was decided to recommend the recruitment of departmental officers and employees for the strengthening of
the mineral department. He said that after
taking unanimous decision in the cabinet
committee, Principal Secretary Minerals has
been authorized to divide large groups of
Mineral Department into smaller groups for
better working arrangements as well as positive results.
Mishra said that it was also decided to recommend for bringing uniformity in the different rules prescribed in the Land Revenue
Code, Mineral, Transport etc.
Departments to prevent illegal mining and
transportation. He informed that consent was
also expressed in the meeting regarding the
recommendation to increase the rate of 125
per cubic meter according to the average of
the state. Principal Secretary Mineral
Sukhveer Singh and other officers were present in the meeting.

The video of the alleged incident, which took
place on Monday, shows Balakwada police
station in-charge Varun Tiwari kicking a
labourer, the official said.
Team Absolute |Khargone

video of a police station
in-charge kicking a
labourer in Khargone
district went viral on social
media, prompting the
authorities to remove the
policeman from field duty, an
official said on Wednesday.
The video of the alleged
incident, which took place on
Monday, shows Balakwada
police station in-charge
Varun Tiwari kicking a
labourer, the official said.
"We found out about the
viral video, and soon after,
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the Balakwada police station
in-charge was line-attached
(removed from field duty)
following the directives of the
superintendent of police, on
Tuesday," senior police officer Neeraj Chourasia said.
The incident allegedly
occurred when an overloaded pick-up vehicle carrying labourers was intercepted
by the police on AB Road on
Monday, he said.
While a probe has been
initiated into the incident, the
authenticity of the video is
also being verified, the official added.

n July 10, 2021 the Madhya Pradesh State Legal
Services Authority [MPSLSA] e-inaugurated an
Online Dispute Resolution Platform as a pilot
project in three districts viz. Gwalior, Jabalpur and
Bhopal. Justice Mohammad Rafiq, Chief Justice and
Patron-in-Chief, MPSLSA and Justice Prakash
Shrivastava, Executive Chairman, MPSLSA inaugurated the platform, making Madhya Pradesh the first
State in India to use Online Dispute Resolution
Platform as a medium to settle disputes through
Mediation. The Press Note by MPSLSA states that the
platform will give the people a means for dispute resolution from within the security of their homes. For
the new advent, MPSLSA has identified and trained
community mediators and partnered with SAMA, an
Online Dispute Resolution Platform recognized by
the Ministry of Law & Justice Government of India for
technical support.
The process involves reception of a call by the Urja
Mahila Helpdesks, referral to online mediation and a
lasting solution which would be mutually acceptable
to both the parties. The press note states, "If the parties do not resolve their differences they have nothing
to lose, not even their money, time, resource or self
esteem as the process is completely confidential."
The MPSLSA views the initiative as a means to
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increase access to justice for people across barriers of
physical distances. They plan to spread the project in
all districts of the State starting with Bhopal, Jabalpur
and Gwalior.
On the e-inauguration, Vivek Johri, Director
General of Police, Pragya Richa Shrivastava, Addl.
Director General (Crime Against Women), Swaraj
Puri, Ex. DGP State of MP, Rajendra Kumar Vani,
Registrar General MP High Court, Member Secretary
MPSLSA Giribala Singh, Manoj Kumar Singh
Additional Secretary, Arvind Shrivastava, Deputy
Secretary were also present.
As per the Standard Operating Protocols, the platform will deal in matters relating to domestic violence, neighbourhood disputes, property matters and
other family disputes. The matter will be decided
within seven days of allocation unless an extension of
time is required, which might not be any more than
thirty-days.
On the receipt of a complaint, the police officer will
check the suitability of the issue for mediation and
will refer the same after taking consent of both the
parties. The mediators will be trained online mediators who will settle the disputes. The matters will be
considered as 'closed' when either it is settled or nosettlement is reached. In August 2020, Madhya
Pradesh imparted 40 Hrs online Mediation training to
Advocates on various topics.

Vaccination of all the GSP workers will be done
 Sensing the danger of third wave
of corona in future, she gave
instructions to vaccinate the working class working in Global Skills
Park. Scindia said that in order to
encourage the workers to work,
arrangements should also be
made for their stay and food in the
same premises.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

echnical Education Skill Development
Minister Yashodhara Raje Scindia reviewed
the under-construction Global Skills Park at
Narela Sankri. She said that due to the Corona
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epidemic, the pace of work has slowed down in
the last two to three months. At present, the situation is getting normal, so maintain the momentum of work. Sensing the danger of third wave of
corona in future, she gave instructions to vacci-

nate the working class working in Global Skills
Park. Scindia said that in order to encourage the
workers to work, arrangements should also be
made for their stay and food in the same premises. Scindia said that Global Skills Park is the

dream project of Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan. It has to be completed within the time
limit. He said that the main objective of this project is to strengthen the technical and vocational
education and training of the state and make
youth, women and differently abled sections selfreliant by giving international level technical and
vocational training. He said that India is an agricultural country. In this new Global Skills Park,
certified courses on agriculture will also be started to introduce the youth to the advanced modern techniques of agriculture.
Scindia also inspected the works under construction. Secretary Technical Education Mukesh
Chandra Gupta, Director Skill Development
Jitendra Singh Raje, Project Director of Global
Skills Park Harjinder Singh and officials of construction agency were present.
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As Covid-19 cases rise:

SANGLI IMPOSES STRICT
SIX-DAY LOCKDOWN

Bombay HC's 'green order' allows
A4-size paper for pleadings
To Udane's query
whether the A4-size
paper rules will be
applicable to lower
courts in the state,
the division bench
directed
Katneshwarkar to
make a representation to the Registrar
General of the High
Court to issue suitable directions to
the effect.

SANGLI DISTRICT IS REGISTERING 1,000-1,200 POSITIVE CASES A DAY. THE DAILY FIGURE HAD
GONE DOWN TO 700-800, BUT IN THE LAST THREE WEEKS HAS STARTED RISING AGAIN.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

W

ith Covid-19 cases rising
again in Sangli city and
rural areas, a six-day lockdown has been imposed from
Wednesday across the district. An
order to this effect was issued by the
district collector Abhijit Chaudhary
last evening.
"We are going to implement the
lockdown strictly to check the
spread of the virus," said Nitin
Kapadnis, municipal commissioner
of Sangli, Miraj and Kupwad
Municipal Corporation. "The order
has been issued by the district collector and it will be applicable
across the district," he added.
Sangli district is registering 1,0001,200 positive cases a day. The daily
figure had gone down to 700-800,
but in the last three weeks has start-

ed rising again. This has forced the
administration to implement the
stricter lockdown, officials said.
The municipal commissioner
said all non-essential shops will
remain shut during the lockdown.
Essential shops will remain open,
but home delivery will be encouraged. "We have asked shopkeepers
to encourage home delivery. And a
customers turns up, Covid-appropriate behaviour should be strictly
followed," Kapadnis said.
The civic body has allowed only
official vegetable markets to operate
from 7 am to 4 pm on all days of the
week. Weekly bazaars will remain
closed.
"It is observed that overcrowding
is taking place with roadside hawkers. Therefore, we have shut them
down," the district collector said in
his directives. "Without permission

from local self government bodies,
all kinds of hawking activity along
roads and on footpaths has been
banned," the order said.
"Vegetable and fruit sellers
should strictly carry out their activity in the official markets only. Local
self government bodies should help
the hawkers deliver their products
at the doorsteps of the customers,"
the order said.
The order stressed that local self
government bodies in the district
should help home delivery of essential goods. The collector said at marriage halls or where marriages take
place, weddings should be allowed
only for two hours and with an
attendance of 25 persons. "The marriage hall owners should provide
the full information of the marriage
taking place to the local self government body and the police. If Covid-

19 appropriate norms are not followed, Rs 50,000 fine will be
imposed on the families. Also, the
marriage hall will be shut down,"
the order said.
The order said if shopkeepers
dealing in essential goods violate
Covid norms, then a fine of Rs 1,000
should be imposed. "If the customer
is found violating the norm, the
shopkeeper is still selling him the
goods, then the shopkeeper should
be fined Rs 1,000," the order said.
The order said all open grounds
will remain closed, and morning
walks and cycling activities will be
barred.The order said as per the
state government norms, Sangli district's positivity rate was more than
10 per cent and less than 20 per
cent, and therefore falls in the level
4 category.
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n an "eco-friendly move",
the Bombay High Court
has permitted the use of
A4-size paper printed on both
sides for filing of pleadings
before all its benches, with
lower courts due to follow
soon.
Advocate SR Nargolkar,
appearing for the court
administration, informed a
division bench of Chief
Justice Dipankar Datta and
Justice GS Kulkarni that a
notification to the effect was
issued on July 6 and the circular issued on Wednesday.The

development follows a PIL
filed by a lawyer Ajinkya
Udane, through his advocate
PR Katneshwarkar, on the
issue which has been settled
now. To Udane's query
whether the A4-size paper
rules will be applicable to
lower courts in the state, the
division bench directed
Katneshwarkar to make a representation to the Registrar
General of the High Court to
issue suitable directions to
the effect.In his plea, Udane
had said that the use of A4size paper - compared with
the 'foolscap size' currently in
use - will help save huge
quantities of paper, storage
space and prevent large number of trees from being
destroyed, thus making it an
environment-friendly move.

He had pointed out that the
Supreme Court and several
other high courts in
Karnataka, West Bengal, Uttar
Pradesh, Kerala, Tripura and
Himachal Pradesh had
already permitted the use of
A4-size paper for plea filings.
The circular issued on
Wednesday by Registrar
General Mahendra
Chandwani, amending the
relevant rules, now allows
"superior quality A4 size
paper, not having less than 75
GSM with printing on both
sides" instead of the "foolscap
size paper."The circular has
been issued to all the high
court benches, including the
Principal Bench in Mumbai,
and Nagpur, Aurangabad and
Goa to use A4-size for all
communications.

Maharashtra SSC Results 2021:

BMC urges govt to do away with RT-PCR
Class 10 result likely to report for fully vaccinated passengers

be released this week
The Maharashtra
SSC results 2021
will most likely be
released by the end
of this week on the
official website of
MSBSHSE.
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he Maharashtra State
Board of Secondary and
Higher Secondary
Education (MSBSHSE) will
most likely declare the
Maharashtra SSC results 2021
by the end of this week on its
official website, as per several
media reports.
Though the official date and
time of the result have not
been confirmed by the officials
yet, Maharashtra School

As per the direction of the
state, passengers arriving
in Maharashtra by any
mode of transport are
required to carry a negative
RT-PCR test conducted 48
hours prior to commencing
the journey.

Education Minister Varsha
Gaikwad announced that the
Class 10 results would be
released for the students by
July 15.This year, the
Maharashtra SSC Board exams
2021 were cancelled in view of
the Covid-19 pandemic, and
the state education department came up with alternative
evaluation criteria for the calculation of the result this year.
As per the Maharashtra Class
10 evaluation criteria, the

result will be calculated on the
basis of the performance of the
student in Class 9 annual
examinations and Class 10
internal assessments, unit
tests, and pre-boards. If the
official website crashes when
the result is released, students
can also check their scores by
visiting mahresult.nic.in. The
official date and time for the
Maharashtra SSC result 2021
will be announced soon by the
state government.

B

rihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC)
Commissioner Iqbal Singh
Chahal has written a letter to
Maharashtra Chief Secretary Sitaram
Kunte recommending that domestic
passengers fully vaccinated against
Covid-19 arriving in Mumbai should
be exempted from carrying negative
RT-PCR reports.
"There are many passengers who
are taking up a journey to Delhi or
other business places in the morning
and they are returning back on the
same day in the evening or next day

morning, in such case conducting the
RT-PCR test and getting the report
becomes impossible. In view of the
above, the domestic passengers who
are fully vaccinated may be exempted
from carrying negative RT PCR test
report while arriving in the city of
Mumbai," Chahal wrote in his letter on
Tuesday. As per the direction of the
state, passengers arriving in

Mumbai To Vaccinate Pregnant Women In Special Drive
Last month the Health
Ministry signalled a big policy change when it said
pregnant women "can and
should" be vaccinated
against COVID-19
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he Mumbai civic body has
organised a special drive to vaccinate pregnant women against
COVID-19. Starting tomorrow they
will be offered a Covid vaccine at one
of 35 centres across the city, at which
staff have been given special training
for this purpose.
Making vaccines available for preg-

nant women is an issue that has been
flagged by activists and members of
the public, as well Shiv Sena MP
Priyanka Chaturvedi, asked: "Why
should women be kept out of the
ambit of vaccination because of a biological process?"
Until as recently as May, lactating
women were eligible for the vaccine
but pregnant women were not; the
centre said this was due to a lack of
safety and efficacy data since clinical
trials for vaccines do not typically
include pregnant women as participants.
Late June, however, the Union
Health Ministry said pregnant
women "can and should" be vaccinated, signalling a policy change that followed widespread concern over the

exposure of expectant mothers (and
their children) to the deadly virus,
and their right to be vaccinated.
"The Health Ministry has given
guidelines that the vaccine can be
given to pregnant women.
Vaccination is useful for them and
should be given," Dr Balram
Bhargava, Director-General of the
Indian Council for Medical Research,
said.On Monday Kerala Health
Minister Veena George announced a
similar programme for her state. She
said special vaccination camps would
be organised at district levels.
Vaccination for pregnant women
was one of the topics discussed by the
NTAGI, or National Technical
Advisory Group on Immunisation, in
May.

"Considering current situation of
pandemic, NTAGI-STSC recommends pregnant women should not
be excluded from vaccination
because exposure probability is very
high and therefore the benefit far outweighs the risk," the committee said
in the minutes of its May 28 meeting.
Doubts were raised about possible
risks to the mother and/or child including that of clotting (or thrombosis) with the Covishield jab, but the
committee decided "benefit far outweighs the risk."
"... before vaccination, pregnant
women should be fully informed that
long-term adverse reactions and safety of vaccine for fetus and child (has)
not yet (been) established," the
NTAGI added.

Maharashtra by any mode of transport
are required to carry a negative RTPCR test conducted 48 hours prior to
commencing the journey.
The Municipal Corporation of
Greater Mumbai has also issued directives pertaining to domestic passengers arriving in the city of Mumbai.
According to the directives, passengers
arriving in Mumbai are required to

have a negative RT-PCR test conducted 48 hours prior to commencing the
journey.These restrictions were primarily imposed on the passengers arriving from Gujarat State, Goa, Delhi,
Rajasthan, and Kerala. However, due
to the increase in the number of cases,
it was decided to impose restrictions
on all the passengers arriving in
Mumbai from any part of the country.

Student tries to sell old sofa
online, duped of Rs 1.68 lakh
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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19-year-old student from
Matunga, who was trying to sell his old sofa set
on an online marketplace for
Rs 45,000, has ended up losing
Rs 1.68 lakh to a cyber-fraud,
where the fraudster, posing as
a potential buyer, allegedly
tricked him into transferring
the money.
The student then
approached the local Mahim
police station and lodged a
FIR.In his complaint, the student said he placed a free
advertisement on OLX on July
9 and, the next morning,

received a phone call from the
fraudster, who claimed he was
calling from Andheri and was
interested in buying the sofa
for Rs 35,000. The two bargained and settled on Rs
42,000 for the sofa.
When the student asked for
an advance payment of Rs
12,000, the fraudster said his
cousin will call him to make
the payment as he does not
use any online payment services. The same night, the complainant said, a second fraudster posing as the cousin called
up to make the payment. "The
fraudster told me that I should
send him Rs 12,000 and soon

How the Pankaja Munde camp unrest could impact BJP, Maharashtra politics
The ruling Shiv Sena-Congress-NCP coalition is using the Pankaja Munde episode to claim that 'OBCs are being sidelined in
the BJP.'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

fter three days of protests that saw many BJP workers resign in
the Beed region of Maharashtra, party national secretary Pankaja
Munde addressed her supporters on Tuesday, asking them to
withdraw their resignations and asserting that "my leaders are PM
Narendra Modi, Union Home Minister Amit Shah and BJP president JP
Nadda."In Maharashtra's political circles, while some say the protest
was orchestrated to reassert the Munde factor within the BJP, others
point out it could prove counter-productive.
Some supporters of the BJP national secretary believe there is a
design within the organisation to systematically sideline her. After losing the 2019 Assembly elections from Parli in Beed district, Pankaja was
hoping the party would nominate her to the state legislative council,
where she could be leader of opposition. Instead, the BJP chose
Ramesh Karad.Later, when it came to the Rajya Sabha seat, she was
again passed over, and Bhagwat Karad from Aurangabad, from the
same Vanjara community as her, got the seat. In the recent Union cabinet expansion, she had hoped her younger sister Pritam Munde would
be considered, but Bhagwat, an old associate of her father, late
Gopinath Munde, was made MoS for finance.
The three-day drama, which saw 105 members representing various
local bodies resign, has exposed unrest within the BJP. Though the
recent discontent was limited to Beed and partly to Ahmednagar district, such a development in a cadre-based organisation that is in the
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opposition does not augur well, indicating the absence of a robust
mechanism to address differences through dialogue. If the unrest
among Munde followers rises, it will affect the local bodies polls in
Beed district in 2022. The Assembly and Parliamentary polls are scheduled for 2024, so it is difficult to ascertain the impact on them. The
Mundes still wield sizable clout among the Vanjara community, which
comes under the OBC category. Even now, the late Gopinath Munde is

revered across Maharashtra.By declaring PM Modi and Union Home
minister Amit Shah as her leaders, Munde has given the indication that
she will not take any extreme measure at present. At the same time, she
has kept a small window open. As she put it, "Why leave the house we
built? But if the roof collapses, we will think."
Senior BJP leader and former minister Sudhir Mungantiwar said,
"Pankaja Munde's association with BJP is beyond politics. She will
never quit the BJP. The tough-talking is sometimes necessary to placate
angry followers, who wish to see their leader rise to a certain position.
Moreover, Pankaja is among the few OBC faces we have in the BJP. She
is an able and hard-working leader who knows how to shoulder
responsibilities."There are two versions emerging from the party on
this. One section believes Pankaja will be accommodated in the Rajya
Sabha by the year's end.The second view is that she is already a national secretary, has been made assistant in-charge of an important state
like Madhya Pradesh, and should now deliver.
The state and central BJP leaders dismiss the charge that Munde got
a raw deal in the party. A senior BJP general secretary, requesting
anonymity, said, "In 2009, Pankaja Munde was given the ticket to contest from Parli Assembly seat without having to prove her merit in the
organisation. After Gopinath Munde's demise in June 2014, the party
gave the Beed Lok Sabha ticket to Pritam. Where is the injustice? We
already have two from the Munde family holding important posts,
when there are thousands of workers who struggle for years before
making it to even a local body."

after I will receive double the
amount. I suspected he was
lying so sent him Rs 1 and
soon after received Rs 2. So, I
got convinced and sent him Rs
12,000, but within seconds I
received three messages from
my bank alerting me that Rs
84,000 got deducted from my
account," the student told the
police.The fraudster then told
the 19-year-old there was
some technical issue with his
e-wallet and asked whether he
uses net banking. But when
the student added the fraudster's banking details to his
account, another Rs 84,000 got
debited.
18 DEATHS WHILE
CROSSING RAILWAY
TRACKS IN 3 DAYS SINCE
JULY 10

Mumbai: According to
data by Mumbai Police,
at least 18 people died
while crossing railway
tracks in just three days
between July 10 and July
12. Most of the deaths
took place on the central
line.
While seven people
died on July 10, eight
died on July 11 and three
on July 12. The accidents
took place between Kurla
and Chunabhatti,
Koparkhairane and
Turbhe, Near Byculla
Station, Byculla and
Sandhurst Road, Mulund
and Thane, Mulund and
Nahur, Kanjurmarg and
Vikroli, Thakurli and
Kalyan, Vitthalwadi
Station, Asangaon,
Prabhadevi and Lower
Parel, Andheri and
Vileparle stations in the
past three days.
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Human genome editing
While human genome editing technology
has opened the doors for treating rare diseases,
there are also risks associated with it. To establish human genome editing as a tool for public
health, the World Health Organisation (WHO)
issued recommendations with an emphasis on
safety, effectiveness, and ethics. Potential benefits of human genome editing include faster
and more accurate diagnosis, more targeted
treatments and prevention of genetic disorders. Somatic gene therapies, which involve
modifying a patient's DNA to treat or cure a
disease, have been successfully used to address
HIV, sickle-cell disease and transthyretin amyloidosis. The technique could also vastly
improve treatment for a variety of cancers.
However, some risks exist, for example, with
germline and heritable human genome editing, which alter the genome of human
embryos and could be passed on to subsequent generations, modifying descendants'
traits. "Human genome editing has the potential to advance our ability to treat and cure disease, but the full impact will only be realised if
we deploy it for the benefit of all people, instead
of fuelling more health inequity between and
within countries," WHO Director General, Dr
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, said in a statement. The result of global consultation, which
spanned over two years, the reports deliver recommendations on the governance and oversight of human genome editing in nine discrete
areas, including human genome editing registries; international research and medical
travel; illegal, unregistered, unethical or unsafe
research; intellectual property; and education,
engagement and empowerment. The recommendations focus on systems-level improvements needed to build capacity in all countries
to ensure that human genome editing is used
safely, effectively, and ethically. The reports
also provide a new governance framework
that identifies specific tools, institutions and
scenarios to illustrate practical challenges in
implementing, regulating and overseeing
research into the human genome.
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THE RESURGENT TALIBAN
In a speech on July 8, US President Joe Biden announced that the American military
would complete its withdrawal from Afghanistan by August 31, nearly two weeks before
his earlier deadline of September 11.
Asad Mirza

T

he US pullout from Afghanistan, will
end the US longest overseas war, which
cost the lives of around 2,300 troops and
$825 billion monetarily, is a result of the
February 2020 agreement that the former
Donald Trump administration negotiated
with the Taliban in Doha, Qatar.
In his latest speech, Biden strongly defended his decision to pull US military forces out
of Afghanistan, saying the Afghan people
must decide their own future, rather than sacrificing another generation of Americans in an
unwinnable war. Biden called on countries in
the region to help bring about an elusive
political settlement between the warring parties. He said the Afghan government should
seek a deal with the Taliban to allow them to
coexist peacefully.
And this is what has proved to be the red
herring amongst the neighbouring and
regional countries. Most of the countries have
reacted in a guarded manner over the
advances of the Taliban forces in Afghanistan
since May, who now controls 162 districts in
Afghanistan. In reality the chaotic and unpredictable conditions in Afghanistan will have a
significant impact on the regional geo-politics. For starters, the Iranians have started
fishing in the troubled waters by inviting the
Taliban leadership for talks in Tehran.
Iranian initiative
The Taliban-Iranian talks began in January
this year, as part of Iranian efforts to broker
peace between the Afghan government and
other factions. The latest round of intraAfghan talks began on July 7 by a speech from
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif, who warned that the continuation of
conflicts between the government and the
Taliban will have "unfavourable" consequences for Afghanistan, noting that a return
to the intra-Afghan negotiations is the "best
solution".
Earlier, Saeed Khatibzadeh, spokesman for
Iran's Foreign Ministry, had said that Taliban
is part of the reality in Afghanistan and they
are also talking to the Afghan government.
During the recent meeting, Zarif discussed
the prospect of Afghan people forming an all-

inclusive government, including Taliban.
Pakistan's alarm Pakistan's Prime Minister
Imran Khan in an op-ed in The Washington
Post on June 9 sounded hurt by the accusations of the government in Kabul naming
Islamabad as inciting violence in the country.
He further wrote that he would like
Pakistan to be "a partner for peace in
Afghanistan", which may have ideated from
the Indian outreach to the Taliban.
UK's concern
The UK it seems is more worried about the
presence of Al Qaeda and Islamic State (IS)
elements in Afghanistan and not with the
Taliban advances. Alex Younger, former head
of the MI-6, has cautioned about the terrorism
threat to Britain rising, following the US withdrawal and has further said the threat from
terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda and IS
would grow if the UK turns its back on
Afghanistan.
But the UK's Chief of Defence Staff, General
Nick Carter, who served several command
tours in Afghanistan, believes the Taliban
leadership may have learned from their earlier mistakes. He maintains that if the Taliban
expect to share power, or seize it, then they
will not want to be seen as international pariahs. Wiser heads amongst the Taliban, especially those who attended the recent peace
negotiations, may well argue for a clean break
with Al Qaeda in order to secure international
acceptance.
India's Outreach
Indian officials recently met with the
Taliban delegation in Doha. This marks a
marked policy shift in India's approach to

CHINA SUPPORTS AFGHANISTAN TO BUILD
INCLUSIVE GOVT ON ITS OWN: WANG
Dushanbe|Agencies

C

hina expects Afghanistan to make a broad
and inclusive power arrangement, pursue a
steady and sound policy toward Muslims,
resolutely fight all types of terrorism and extremist
thoughts, and commit to friendly relations with all
its neighbours, Chinese State Councilor and
Foreign Minister Wang Yi has said.
China supports all efforts conducive to achieving
the above goals, and is willing to communicate and
coordinate with all parties, conduct diplomatic
mediation and provide necessary convenience for
this purpose, Wang added.
Wang made the remarks at a joint press meeting
with Tajik Foreign Minister Sirojiddin Muhriddin,
responding to a question on a recent U.S.
announcement that it will complete its military
operations in Afghanistan on August 31, and the
situation in Afghanistan has entered a critical stage,
Xinhua reported.
The war in Afghanistan waged by the United
States has lasted for 20 years, but peace has not
arrived yet, Wang said, adding that during that
time, tens of thousands of Afghan civilians were

killed as a result of U.S. military operations, and
tens of millions were displaced and became
refugees. As the United States withdraws from
Afghanistan today, it should reflect on its role in the
Afghan issue and consider how to fulfill its due
obligations for the reconciliation and reconstruction of Afghanistan, he added.
Afghanistan is an independent and sovereign
country, and the Afghan people are a nation with
strong self-esteem, Wang said, stressing that facts
have proved once again that any foreign power's

IRAN SAYS READY FOR ALL-FOR-ALL
PRISONER SWAP WITH US
Tehran:The spokesman for
Iran's government confirmed the
ongoing negotiations between Iran
and the United States for a prisoner
swap, and voiced Iran's readiness
for an all-for-all prisoner exchange,
official news agency IRNA reported.
"We have repeatedly stated that
Iran is ready, for humanitarian reasons, to exchange all
(U.S.) political prisoners for all Iranian prisoners," the
spokesman for Iran's cabinet, Ali Rabiee, said at a press
briefing.Rabiee stressed that Tehran expects the release of
all Iranian citizens imprisoned around the world. Iranians
imprisoned in third countries at the request of Washington
are considered by Tehran as prisoners of the United States.
Iran already notified the readiness for such a prisoner
swap to the previous U.S. administration under former
President Donald Trump, but Washington "insisted on taking the Iranians hostage" and refused to sit at the negotiating table, Rabiee added. The Biden administration showed
interest in Iran's exchange offer "since its first days in office,"
and as soon as "acceptable results" are achieved, the Iranian
Foreign Ministry will announce it, he said.
On Saturday, the U.S. special envoy for Iran Robert Malley
said the negotiations with Iran for a prisoner exchange had
"made some progress," adding that Washington would not
accept a "partial deal," but only the release of all U.S. prisoners in Iran.Malley added that the prisoner issue was being
discussed separately from the revitalisation of the 2015
nuclear deal, adding that even if the Vienna talks fail to yield
results, the United States would continue to pursue a prisoner exchange agreement with Iran.
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intervention in Afghanistan is doomed to fail.
With the withdrawal of the United States and
NATO from Afghanistan, the Afghan people have
learned from their painful experience and have a
new opportunity to take the destiny of their country
and nation into their own hands, he said.
For a long time, the Afghan government has
done a lot of work to maintain national unity, social
stability and improve people's livelihood in
Afghanistan, which should be fairly evaluated,
Wang said.As the main military force in
Afghanistan, the Taliban should be aware of its
responsibility for the country and nation, resolutely
make a clean break with all terrorist forces, and
return to the mainstream of Afghan politics with a
responsible attitude toward the country and people, he added. China supports and expects all
Afghan parties to build a political structure that
conforms to Afghanistan's national conditions and
is supported by its people, based on the principle of
"Afghan-owned and Afghan-led" and proceeding
from Afghanistan's own fundamental and longterm interests, so as to jointly open up a new future
for the country through intra-Afghan dialogue and
consultation, Wang noted.

Afghanistan and Taliban. Besides showing
maturity of the policy makers and strategists,
the move may accelerate the transition from a
non-existent relationship to the inception of a
diplomatic engagement, whilst acknowledging Taliban as a critical component of future
Afghanistan. Though Indian policy makers
will also be worried about the security threat
from the pro-Taliban Pakistani outfits, yet they
may have weighed the advantage of engaging
with the Taliban and also considered that in
future the Taliban might be able to assert
pressure on forces inimical to India.
India has always called for "an Afghan-led,
Afghan-owned and Afghan-controlled
process", and as such, the strategic move to
engage with Taliban broadly demonstrates a
regional security imperative for India and its
efforts to minimise Islamabad's influence.
Taliban psyche: American view
The Americans have always wondered
what fuels the Taliban to fight against a huge
military machine despite the odds. Though in
reality this has not led to any effort to try to
understand the Taliban's psyche and their
commitment.However, an American, Carter
Malkasian has tried to discuss this in his new
book "The American War in Afghanistan: A
History". Malkasian analyses the Taliban
advantage in inspiring Afghans to fight. He
opines that their call to fight foreign occupiers, steeped in references to Islamic teachings, resonates well with Afghan identity and
psyche. He says that for
Afghans, jihad, more accurately understood as 'resistance' or
'struggle' than the caricatured

international

Nigeria loses $26.3 bn to piracy,
sea robbery annually: Prez
Abuja|Agencies

N

igerian President Muhammadu Buhari
has said the country annually loses
about USD 26.3 billion to piracy and
sea robbery, among other forms of maritime
crimes.
In this light, securing the shipping lanes
was crucial to Nigeria's economic interests,
Buhari, who was represented by Vice
President Yemi Osinbajo, said while performing the inauguration of Falcon Eye Project,
Nigerian Navy's strategic maritime surveillance system, at the Naval headquarters in
Abuja."Why is this project so important to us
as a nation? The maritime industry occupies a
prominent position in the matrix of our vital
economic interests and it encompasses activities ranging from fishing and resource exploration to marine research and shipping
among other endeavors," the Nigerian leader
noted.Of all these activities, he said shipping
stands out as a critical link in Nigeria's international trade engagements "because it is the
cheapest and most efficient means of moving
large volumes of goods," Xinhua reported.
According to him, Nigeria's hydrocarbon
resources, which are largely domiciled in the

Pak expresses confidence on China,
but says there are no free lunches
Colombo|Agencies

P

akistan High
Commissioner for Sri
Lanka Major General
(Retd.) Muhammad Saad
Khattak expressed confidence
on China's support for his
country but warns that countries like Sri Lanka and his
own should be 'mindful
about the support extended
and taken from other countries.'
"Pakistan-China relationship or Sri Lanka-China relationship all the engagements
we are undertaking with the
Chinese government I think a
lot depends on how our leadership handles," said the High
Commissioner when the
media questioned whether
countries like Sri Lanka and
Pakistan have entrapped to
China's emerging as a super
power in the region. "Our
countries are mindful about
the support extended and
taking from the other coun-

tries. We have also seen the
support came to our countries from some other countries and schemes attached,"
the High Commissioner said,
adding that Sri Lanka left certain agreements with other
countries because they did
not suit the island nation
despite the fact that the offering countries were great powers. "There have been many
things on offer for our countries. They were very attractive often. But we thought
those to be compromising
our sovereignty but we did
not opt for those. With the
Chinese support I think nothing visibly is happening of the

sort," he said adding, "I don't
see Chinese soldiers swamping over Sri Lanka nor
Pakistan."However, Khattak
said, "Yet at the same time we
have to keep in mind that
there are no free-lunches."
"So, therefore it has to be
an accommodation of the
interest of the countries that
are at the giving end, that
accommodation would not
mean for the leadership to
compromise on the fundamentals of your sovereignty
and dignity." Questioned
about the dispute over
Jammu and Kashmir between
India and Pakistan, the High
Commissioner said that his

meaning it has acquired in the US, has historically been a means of defence against oppression by outsiders, part of their endurance
against invader after invader. The Taliban
were able to tie them-selves to religion and to
Afghan identity in a way that a government
allied with non-Muslim foreign occupiers
could not match.
The very presence of Americans in
Afghanistan trod on a sense of Afghan identity
that incorporated national pride, a long history of fighting outsiders and a religious commitment to defend the homeland. The
Taliban's ability to link their cause to the very
meaning of being Afghan was a crucial factor
in America's defeat.
He further says that the Taliban exemplified
something that inspired, something that
made them powerful in battle, something tied
to what it meant to be an Afghan. They cast
themselves as representatives of Islam and
called for resistance to foreign occupation.
Together, these two ideas formed a potent mix
for ordinary Afghans, who tend to be devout
Muslims but not extremists.
Now, with the Taliban overrunning districts
in the north, they will likely press their attack,
further emboldened by US departure over the
next few weeks. Afghan soldiers and police
will suffer from the same morale problems
that have plagued them for two decades.
Provincial capitals and Kandahar or Mazar-eSharif are likely to fall, possibly within a year.
After that, Kabul itself will be in danger. The
capital may hold, at least for a while, but the
government and its allies will struggle to survive, with little chance of regaining what has
been lost. The world it may seem is bound to
sit at the same table with Taliban, once they
embrace political identity and become part of
the political establishment, and this may
mark a peaceful future for Afghanistan.
(Asad Mirza is a political commentator
based in New Delhi. He writes on Muslims,
educational, international affairs, interfaith and current affairs. The views
expressed are personal)

country stands with the UN
Resolution but India has
brought in Unilateral changes
in the region violating the UN
Security Council resolution."My reference is to the
challenges that have emanated by changing the status of
the illegally occupied state of
Jammu and Kashmir. There is
a principal stand that we continue to stand with and that is
in accordance with the UN
resolutions," he said.
"Despite those stated resolutions India has brought in
unilateral changes in the
region violating United
Nation Security Council
Resolutions. Pakistan position
always was principle one and
continues to remain the same
that is to stand with the people of the 'occupied' Jammu
and Kashmir assisting them
politically and diplomatically
and ensuring that the issue is
addressed according to the
United Nations Security
Council Resolutions."

maritime environment, remain the mainstay
of the country's economy."It accounts for 55
per cent of our gross domestic product, 95 per
cent of our export earnings, and about 70 per
cent of government revenue," he said. Some
threats within Nigeria's maritime environment had in recent years taken more harmful
dimensions to the economy and even the
safety of citizens and commercial entities
which used the maritime domain, the
Nigerian leader said, identifying piracy,
armed attacks on ships, kidnapping for ransom, crude oil theft, smuggling, as well as illegal unregulated and unreported fishing,
among others."

IRAQ HOSPITAL FIRE DEATH
TOLL HITS 92

Baghdad:At least 92 people have been killed and dozens
wounded in the huge fire that broke out at a hospital in
Iraq's southern province of Dhi Qar, reports said.
On Monday evening, the fire broke out in the quarantine
center of the al-Hussein Hospital in the provincial capital alNasiriyah, and quickly spread to the nearby 20 sandwich
panel caravans. the official Iraqi News Agency reported.
Firefighters and teams of civil defence rushed to the
scene to evacuate the patients and health workers, and they
put out the fire hours later.
On Tuesday, Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi
held a cabinet meeting, during which he pledged to
announce the result of the investigation into the fire within
a week, according to a statement issued by the prime minister's media office.Meanwhile, al-Kadhimi decided to suspend and detain the director-general of the provincial
health department, the director of the hospital and the
provincial civil defense director, and ordered an investigation into the deadly incident, said the statement.
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MARGOT ROBBIE : I
NEED A BREAK FROM
HARLEY QUINN

Hugh Grant, Drew Barrymore
on their surprise kiss years ago
Los Angeles | Agencies

ctors Hugh Grant and Drew Barrymore
have opened up about the surprise kiss
they shared years ago. Barrymore said:
"One of the moments that I had the most
moxie, and I don't think we've ever talked
about this, I walked into I think it was like The
Waverly Inn, this was years ago, and I had a
few drinks. And I walked in and I ran into
you and instead of saying hello I
grabbed you by the collar and I fully
started kissing you."
Grant replied: "Yes, I remember that."
The actress went on to say: "Can I do
you of what I saw, you went -- the expression was -- you've never greeted me that

A

Los Angeles | Agencies

ctress Margot Robbie, who has played the
dark role of Harley Quinn, says she
intends to take a break from the character after working on "Birds Of Prey" and
"The Suicide Squad" as it was exhausting.
"It was kind of back-to-back filming
'Birds'... and filming this, so I was kind of
like, oof, I need a break from Harley
because she's exhausting," Robbie told
Entertainment Weekly.
The actress shared that she has no idea
when she would play the role again.
"I don't know when we're next going to
see her. I'm just as intrigued as everyone
else is," she informed.
The actress recently suggested that
Harley Quinn is now a more independent
character than in previous films as she is no
longer dependent on The Joker.
"To me, she has so many facets to her personality, it's an endless thing to explore with
people. I think in the first 'Suicide Squad'
film she had a certain confidence and cockiness, knowing that she had the protection of
the Joker. She was like, 'I'll go on this mission, and he'll get me out of here in a second'... that was kind of her prerogative on
that film," she said.
Speaking about her new outing, "The
Suicide Squad", she said: "In this film, time
has passed. It doesn't directly link to either of
those films (refers to the earlier 'Suicide
Squad' film and 'Birds Of Prey'), but it's not
something that Harley is wrestling with anymore. She's not waiting for Mr. J to show up
and she's not wondering if she can do it on
her own. She knows."

A

way before, and then you had a second thought
and you were like, 'You know I'm not hating this'.
And then we flirted and then it was like, 'Okay,
bye. See you soon'."
Grant tagged it as "bizarre".
"It was really bizarre. I was very drunk as
well and I was with some very nice but not
drunk studio executives from LA, and they
were very surprised. Someone said, 'Oh
there is Drew Barrymore', I get up to say hi
and then we make out for 10 minutes and
then I sit down, and we go on talking about
the script."
The two stars spoke of the incident on
Barrymore's talk show "The Drew
Barrymore Show", which airs on Zee
Cafe in India.

EMMA BUNTON
MARRIES BEAU JADE JONES
IN SWEET CEREMONY
Los Angeles | Agencies

irl Emma Bunton has married her longterm boyfriend
Jade Jones. The singer and presenter, 45, shared a sweet
snap from the pair's special day on Instagram and wrote
"Mr and Mrs Jones!" followed by loveheart emojis. They were
inundated with congratulations from fans and celeb friends,
with Peter Andre, Ola Jordan and JLS's Oritse Williams all commenting with hearts.
Emma - famously known as Baby Spice - started dating
Damage singer Jade in 1998. The pair, who have two children
together, didn't get engaged until 2011.
The happy couple beamed as they rested their heads together
after becoming man and wife.
Emma looked stunning in a stylish white dress and floral headband, while Jade wore a brown fedora and patterned blazer.
Back in 2019 the couple were seen at Enfield Register Office in
North London giving notice of their intent to marry.
Sources at the time said they would wed at celebrity favourite
wedding venue London's Old Marylebone Town Hall.
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Emmy nominees announced:
'The Crown' and 'The
Mandalorian' lead race
Los Angeles | Agencies

ominations for the 73rd Emmy
Awards were announced on
Tuesday by the Emmy-winning
father-daughter duo Ron Cephas Jones and
Jasmine Cephas Jones. The Crown and The
Mandalorian lead with 24 nominations
each, while WandaVision has 23. Ted
Lasso, The Handmaid's Tale and Lovecraft
Country are among other big nominees.
The ceremony with be hosted by Cedric
the Entertainer for a limited live audience
of nominees and guests this year after last
year's show went almost virtual owing to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
According to ew.com, Television Academy's Board of Governors
recently announced a small but notable rule change this year for the
Emmys to be more inclusive of gender-noncomforming individuals:
A nominee or winner of any acting category can request they be
recognised with the more gender-neutral title "Performer" on their
nomination certificate and Emmy statuette, although the categories
themselves relating to Actor and Actress won't change. The ceremony air on Sunday, September 19.
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Chris Martin: Music is
constant conversation

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies

oldplay frontman Chris Martin has opened up on his influences and
shared that all modernday music can be traced back to the beginning of
time. "What I love about music is that anyone who is great has been
influenced or taught by someone else great. So, music is this constant
conversation that goes back to the beginning of time when humans
were hitting bones on rocks and going, 'Oh, that sounds nice'. It's
an evolving sort of time," he said.
The singer also played down the idea of competition in
pop music and described the industry as a "shared
experience", reports femalefirst.co.uk.
"I don't think there is one best act -- it's all such a
shared experience," Martin is quoted by the Daily
Star newspaper's Wired column.
The frontman recently shared he would
love to take his band to space, to perform
on the moon, although no-one would be
able to hear them play because space is
a vacuum with no sound.

C

Danielle Lloyd tells Katie
Price to 'get therapy'
Los Angeles | Agencies

anielle Lloyd has told Katie Price to "get
therapy" after her latest surgery spree that
left her "looking like a monster" The ex
Page Three star, 37, has herself gone under the
knife for a Brazilian butt lift, a nose job, several
boob jobs and liposuction, but claimed Katie, 43,
has trumped her list of cosmetic ops.
Pregnant Danielle - who was one of Katie's
bridesmaids at her wedding to ex Peter Andre said: "I was shocked. We have both been in positions where we've said we won't have more done,

D

but then we do. I don't know why that is - we're
both mad!"
"Maybe it's also because we've done modelling
and our looks are important to us..."
She added to The Mirror: "I keep myself in
check with therapy and I feel happy. Katie says
she's not addicted but if she starts to feel like she
is, I'd recommend therapy."
Katie has admitted that she feared she was
going to die after her recent surgery in Turkey.
Her face and bumlifts have been revealed after
brutal surgery that left her fearing she'd look like a
monster.

Kesha
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AHEAD OF T20 WC, INDIA LAGS
BEHIND IN PREPARATION AS A UNIT

Indian men's hockey team can
break 41-year jinx: Dhanaraj Pillay

Team Absolute|New Delhi

E

ven as other cricketing nations
are learning to gel as a team
ahead of the T20 World Cup in
October-November by playing multiple limited-overs games, especially T20
Internationals, the Indians are banking
on a hastily-arranged tour of Sri Lanka
and the remainder of the Indian
Premier League (IPL) 2021 to get into
rhythm.
On the other hand, Australia are
preparing by playing eight white-ball
games, including five T20s, in West
Indies and are scheduled to visit
Bangladesh for more matches.
England have been busy at home
against Sri Lanka and Pakistan and are
scheduled visit Pakistan and
Bangladesh in October while West
Indies, one of the top contenders of
T20 World Cup and defending champions, will have played three five T20I
series besides many ODI games.For
India, though, the three T20
Internationals and three ODIs in Sri
Lanka are the only games ahead of the
T20 World Cup. Worse, many players
who will be part of the T20 squad at the
World Cup -- Virat Kohli, Rohit
Sharma, Jasprit Bumrah, Ravindra

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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Jadeja -- won't be playing in Sri Lanka
as they are busy in the Test series in
England.
Unlike in the past, the Board of
Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)
does not have a tours and fixtures committee at the moment. The decision on
international series nowadays is taken
by the office-bearers."The BCCI talks to
foreign boards and then as per space in
the calendar, the series are planned.
That is the usual practice. However,

COVID-19 and many other obligations
have made it impossible for India to
play many preparatory white-ball
matches," said a BCCI official.Even the
Sri Lanka series was hastily arranged
and the BCCI did not even make an
announcement until it released the
team."The Board has a lot on its plate,
to be honest. The COVID-19 situation
has made it tough," added the official.While the World Test
Championship (WTC) final was hosted

'Gundur Express' Dhanalakshmi
breaks 'Payyoli Express' record
Team Absolute|Chennai

T

amil Nadu's `Gundur Express' is all set
to board the flight to Tokyo Olympics
after breaking the speed record held by
the `Payyoli Express'.
Twenty-three-year-old S. Dhanalakshmi,
the speedster from Gundur village near
Tiruchirappalli in Tamil Nadu set the race
tracks on fire at the 24th National Federation
Cup held recently at Patiala.
It is there Dhanalakshmi the 'Gundur
Express' with her 23.26 seconds dash in the
200 metres heats broke the 23-year old record
of `Payyoli Express' or P.T.Usha who had run
that distance in 23.30 seconds.
Prior to that Dhanalakshmi sprinted to gold
in the 100 metre clocking 11.39 seconds beating Dutee Chand."Initially I was playing Kho
Kho while in school. The PT (physical training
teacher) suggested that I switch over to sprinting," Dhanalakshmi told IANS.
Like the muscle in a marathon runner's
body, Dhanalakshmi is very economical with
her words. Born into a poor family,
Dhanalakshmi lost her father Sekhar early in
her life. It was her mother Usha who took care
of Dhanalakshmi and her elder sister who is
now married.
"The initial days were very tough to make
the ends meet. In addition to that, there were
expenses to be incurred to participate in
meets," Dhanalakshmi said.

"Amma used to pawn some gold to raise
money to meet my sporting expenses," she
mused.With her PT suggesting to switch over
to sprinting, Dhanalakshmi decided to train
under a medal winning Indian Railway athlete 31 year old Manikanda Arumugam in
Tiruchirappalli.Arumugam was part of the
bronze medal winning Indian team in the
4x100 metres Asian Grand Prix held in
Thailand in 2015. He has won several golds in
the Railways events.Now in Patiala,
Dhanalakshmi and her team mates are being
trained by Russian-American coach Galina
Bukharana.At the Tokyo Olympics,
Dhanalaksmi, the 'Gundur Express' is expected to be a key member of India's 4x400 mixed
relay team.

Two Wimbledon matches
under match-fixing scanner
London | Agencies

J
ly high bets were placed at the
end of the second set on the
exact score in the third set.
There were also many 'special
bets' on the maximum number of services in the entire
match. Both bets ended up
coming true.
The International Tennis
Integrity Agency (ITIA), which
fight corruption and match
fixing in tennis, has not
released any information surrounding the investigations.

TOKYO OLYMPICS: AUSTRALIA TO
SEND LARGEST EVER CONTINGENT
Sydney: With amendments
to the athlete replacement rules
and team changes, the
Australian Olympic Committee
(AOC) has added 16 athletes to
its contingent, making it
Australia's largest ever team for
an Olympic Games on foreign
soil.Following a change in
Olympic squad regulations by
the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) and some athlete replacements, the
Australian team now stands at 488. Additional athletes are
drawn from five sports - equestrian, football, hockey, judo,
and rugby sevens.It is the largest off shore Australian Olympic
team eclipsing the 482 athletes at Athens 2004, and the second-largest domestic team behind Australia's Sydney 2000.
The team features the greatest proportion of women and the
largest indigenous athlete representation (16 athletes) in
Australian Olympic history, containing 261 women (53.5 percent) and 227 men (46.5 percent).Among the additional athletes, Stuart Tinney returns for his fourth Olympic Games. The
Sydney 2000 gold medallist and Rio 2016 bronze medallist
join Andrew Hoy and Shane Rose in the equestrian eventing
team.Sydneysider Nathan Katz will also head to his second
Games, continuing the family judo legacy, with his brother a
Rio Olympian, coached by his father, and his mother a competitor at the Seoul Olympics in 1988 when women's judo was
a demonstration sport.Maddison Fitzpatrick will make her
Olympic debut, joining sister Savannah Fitzpatrick already
named in the Hockeyroos team for Tokyo."The athletes
announced today, from Olympic debutants to Olympic champions like Stuart Tinney, have been given an incredible opportunity, and I am sure they will represent Australia with pride,"
said Ian Chesterman, Chef de Mission of the Australian
Olympic team.

ormer Indian hockey
player Dhanraj Pillay is
optimistic that the
Manpreet Singh-led squad
will be able to break the 41year jinx at the Olympics.
"I am very confident they
will do it this time. They have
been doing well in the last
five years. Fitness is their
biggest asset. In those days,
we didn't have the kind of
support system they have
now. This team has done
wonders, won hearts of millions of fans with their recent
performances particularly the
Champions Trophy (in 2016
and 2018) and the World
League Finals (2015 and
2017) results. I know they can
do it this time," said Pillay,
who was part of four successive Olympic Games.
Pillay has sent a personalised letter to Manpreet and
women's team skipper Rani,

ohanna, through a post on
Twitter, revealed she had tested positive for Covid-19 while
in self-isolation. The 30-year-old
was forced to miss this year's
Wimbledon after a member of
her team tested positive for the
virus.
"As a result, I have been
unable to train for the last two
and a half weeks and sadly, this
has put my body in a situation
where I am unable to ask it to be
fully ready in time for the
Olympic Games in Tokyo. This is
a heart-breaking reality for me,
as representing Team GB at the
Olympic Games in Rio in 2016 is
one of my most treasured memories from my career so far," read
her statement.Bianca, the world

Tennis
players
Johanna
Konta of
England
and
Bianca
Andreesc
u of
Canada
have
announce
d their
withdrawal from
the Tokyo
Olympics.

I

ndia will play Sri Lanka,
New Zealand and
Australia at home and
face Bangladesh, England
and South Africa away in the
World Test Championship 2
(WTC 2) cycle that will run
from 2021 to 2023, the
International Cricket Council
(ICC) confirmed in its
release.The ICC also confirmed the changed points
system for the second edition
of the WTC.Each match of
the upcoming WTC will now
be contested for the same
number of points -- 12 for a
win, four for a draw and six
for a tie, a change from the
previous system where the
same number of points were
allocated to each series,
divided across the number of
matches played."We received
feedback that the previous
points system needed to be
simplified. The Cricket
Committee took this into
consideration when proposing a new, standardised
points system for each

number five from Canada, took to
Instagram on Monday to announce her
decision to skip the Tokyo Olympics."To
all my amazing fans, I would like to inform
you that I have made the very difficult
decision to not play in the Tokyo Olympics
later this month. I have been dreaming of
representing Canada at the Olympics
since I was a little girl, but with all the
challenges we are facing as it relates to the
pandemic, I know that deep in my heart,
this is the right decision to make for
myself. I look forward to representing
Canada in future Fed Cup ties, and competing at the 2024 Olympics in Paris!" read
Bianca's post.Johanna and Bianca have
joined the list of big-ticket players to pull
out of the Tokyo Olympics. The list of
players skipping the Olympics includes
Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Serena
Williams, Denis Shapovalov, Nick Kyrgios,
Dominic Thiem, Simona Halep and Stan
Wawrinka.

Chopra carrying the aspirations of a billion
uring an interaction with India's Tokyo-bound contingent on Tuesday, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
inquired with javelin thrower Neeraj Chopra about the
injury he suffered in 2019, which kept him out of action for
eight months. He advised the 23-year-old not to get bogged
down by the burden of expectations and rather try and produce his best effort in Tokyo.
It is a measure of the huge expectations for a medal from
Chopra that the Prime Ministry inquired about his injury and
how the javelin thrower has kept himself motivated to make a
successful comeback, qualify for the Olympics and set a
national record despite losing months to injury and the Covid19 pandemic.
Chopra had to miss many important tournaments as he
could not travel due to Covid-19 restrictions.
Indeed, Chopra has gone through a lot in the last couple of
years -- especially in 2019, as he was out of action for eight

months following an elbow surgery to remove bone fragments.
The injury had struck just when the 23-year-old naib subedar
in the Indian Army had established himself among the top

squad coached by Balkrishan
Singh. Though India had a
dismal outing in Barcelona
and Atlanta, Pillay believes
the closest they came to a
semi-final berth was at the
Sydney Olympics in 2000. But
a 1-1 draw against Poland in
the league stage put an end to
India's hopes yet again.
"The night before a match,
I always had the habit of visualising my game. How I
would receive the ball from
Baljit Singh Dhillon or
Mukesh Kumar. I would visualise the ground and the players. If I can't score, then how I
can make a PC. Those days,
even crosses used to be very
important in the game," said
Pillay."But with 1.46 mins left,
Poland scored an equaliser.
We got two chances before
the final whistle, but we
couldn't revert," Pillay said.

Dubai| Agencies

Olympic countdown
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wishing both teams good
luck."Since I am also in
Bangalore, I would have loved
to meet them in person but
due to protocols, I did not. I
sent them a letter wishing
them the very best and I
wanted to convey to them
that they should be careful
about their diet when they are
in the Olympic village. I wanted to convey to them that
they should enjoy the best
part of their athletic life by
being calm and relaxed.
"To both men's and
women's teams, I want to say,
don't think about the podium
finish. Go match-by-match
and stick together as one unit
right until the last day, the last
match of the tournament," he
added.
Having made his India
debut in 1989, Pillay was
picked in the 1992 Olympic

ICC confirms changed points
system, schedule for WTC 2

Johanna and Bianca latest to pull out of Olympics
London | Agencies

A

probe by a German
newspaper has revealed
that two matches at this
year's Wimbledon are under
investigation for match-fixing.
It also said that the investigation was launched after several specific and suspicious bets
took place around the matches during the
tournament.According to the
report by Die Weit, suspicions
were raised over a men's doubles match in the first round.
There were large live bets
placed against a favoured duo
at "irregular times". The pair
won the first set, increasing
the odds of their defeat.
However, the duo ended up
losing the next three sets.
In another match, extreme-

in June, India gear up for the big fiveTest series against England to be played
across August and September.Within
five days of completion of the Test
series, the BCCI will organise the
remainder of IPL 2021 and within days
of its completion, the T20 World Cup
would begin. Therefore the Indian
players, spread out in various teams
and playing against each other as
opponents, will now have to gel in little
available time.
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javelin throwers in the world and was on the verge of crossing
the 90-metre mark.Born in Khandra village in Panipat district
of Haryana, Chopra first came into limelight when he won
gold in the 2016 South Asian Games in Guwahati, equalling
the national record with a throw of 82.23.Just 19-years at that
time, Chopra set a junior world record on way to winning gold
in the World U-20 Championships in Bydgoszcz,
Poland.However, he could not qualify for the 2016 Rio
Olympics because his efforts came after the qualifying period
had ended.He hurled the spear to a season-best distance of
86.47 metres to win gold at the 2018 Commonwealth Games. A
few months later, he went on to win gold at the Asian Games
in Jakarta, rewriting his own national record.
Chopra, who has been coached by German bio-mechanics
expert Klaus Bartonietz, Gary Calvert, and Werner Daniels in
the past and is currently working with German former world
record holder Ume Hohn, comes from a farming family.

match," said ICC Acting Chief
Executive Geoff Allardice in a
statement from ICC."It maintained the principle of ensuring that all matches in a WTC
series count towards a team's
standing, while accommodating series varying in

length between two Tests and
five Tests," Allardice added.
As in the first edition of the
championship, the nine
teams will play six series
each, three home and three
away with the cut-off date
being March 31, 2023.

Morgan back for the T20I series against Pakistan
London |
Agencies

oin Morgan,
England's
white ball
skipper, is among
the nine firstchoice players
included in the
squad for the
T20I series
against Pakistan
starting July 16 at
Trent Bridge.
The nine players, who were
self-isolating
after seven positive cases
emerged from
their camp after
the T20I series
against Sri Lanka,
have been
included in the squad
after completing the
requirements. Jos
Buttler, who was nursing a calf injury sustained in the Sri Lanka
series, has also been
included.
Paul Collingwood
will oversee the team as
head coach with Chris
Silverwood taking a
break. Regular players
missing from the squad
that played against Sri
Lanka include Chris
Woakes, Sam Curran,
Mark Wood, Liam
Dawson and Sam
Billings.Saqib
Mahmood, Lewis
Gregory and Matt
Parkinson have been
rewarded for their performances in the ODI
series against Pakistan
with call-ups to the
T20I squad. Amongst
the trio, Mahmood and
Gregory were highly
successful in the recent
ODI series.
Right-arm pacer
Mahmood was
adjudged Player of the
Series in the recent
ODIs after claiming
nine wickets at an

E

average of 13.66.
Gregory, the allrounder, chipped in
with vital contributions
with the bat and ball in
the series, including a
Player of the Match
performance in the
second match at
Lord's. On Tuesday,
Gregory smacked a
crucial 77 from 69 balls
at Edgbaston, propelling England to
chase 332 and complete a series clean
sweep over Pakistan.
Ben Stokes, the captain of England's
makeshift ODI squad,
which won the series
3-0 against Pakistan,
has been rested with
an eye on the Test
series against India in
August.
Squad: Eoin Morgan
(captain), Moeen Ali,
Jonny Bairstow, Jake
Ball, Tom Banton, Jos
Buttler, Tom Curran,
Lewis Gregory, Chris
Jordan, Liam
Livingstone, Saqib
Mahmood, Dawid
Malan, Matt Parkinson,
Adil Rashid, Jason Roy
and David Willey.
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DIA MIRZA ANNOUNCES
PREMATURE BIRTH OF SON AVYAAN
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ia Mirza and Vaibhav Rekhi on Wednesday
announced the birth of their son Avyaan Azaad
Rekhi. Dia shared the news with fans on Instagram
with a long, emotional note. The actress posted a picture
holding her son's hand. She informed her son was a premature baby born on May 14, due to complications in her pregnancy. The baby is in Neonatal ICU since birth.
With the Instagram image she posted,
Dia wrote: "To paraphrase
Elizabeth Stone, 'To
have a child is to
decide forever to have
your heart go walking
around outside your
body'. These words perfectly exemplify Vaibhav

D

dectomy during my pregnancy and a subsequent and very
severe bacterial infection could have led to sepsis and
proven to be life threatening. Thankfully, the timely care
and intervention by our doctor ensured the safe birth of our
baby via an emergency Csection," wrote Dia.
She thanked fans
and said that wasn't possible to
share the news of a
premature baby
with all.
Dia and Vaibhav had
tied the knot in February
2021 in an intimate wedding ceremony. The
actress announced her pregnancy
in April.

and my feelings right now. Our heartbeat, our son Avyaan
Azaad Rekhi was born on May 14th. Having arrived early,
our little miracle has since then been cared for by tireless
nurses and doctors in the Neonatal ICU," she wrote on
Instagram.
She informed due to a severe bacterial infection, she had
to do an early delivery via an emergency C-section. She thanked the doctors and nurses
who have been taking care of the
baby.
"A sudden
appen-

KATRINA
KAIF TURNS
BARBIE IN NEW OUTFIT

Shaheer Sheikh shares tips
for a happy relationship
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctor Shaheer Sheikh, who is part of the
ongoing show "Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi:
Nayi Kahani" shares his thoughts about the
importance of anniversaries and other such dates.
ctress Katrina Kaif channels her inner Barbie
The upcoming track of the show reveals how
spirit in a new video she has posted on social
Shaheer as Dev and Sonakshi (played by Erica
media, dressed in a pink outfit. In a motion
Fernandes) have started taking each other
picture she posted on Instagram, Katrina sports a
for granted. They celebrate their
bright pink tie-dye shirt dress. She completes her look with minianniversary very late in the day.
mum make-up and hoop earrings.
Shaheer shares his personal
"Cover me in (sun emoji)," Katrina captioned the clip, which
take on this sub plot and also
currently has 586K likes. Katrina's next release is "Sooryavanshi",
the relevance of these
starring Akshay Kumar. She also has the horror-comedy "Phone
minute things in a relationBhoot" lined up. It has been directed by Gurmmeet Singh and
ship.
also features Ishaan Khatter and Siddhant Chaturvedi. Her
"I usually tend to miss out
other upcoming film is "Tiger 3" with Salman Khan. The
on significant dates and
actress is also attending script-reading sessions for
anniversaries, and realise
Sriram Raghavan's untitled next film oppoonly when someone
site Vijay Sethupati.
reminds me. But I would
suggest that one should
acknowledge and celebrate
milestones in a relationship," he says.
He adds, "Time doesn't
stand still anyone. With
time we evolve and our priorities change.
Remembering these dates
and celebrating anniversaries
can also help in keeping the spark
of a relationship alive. Even
though one or other thing occupies one's mind and time, it is
important for a couple to prioritise their relationship over
everything else."
This show airs on Sony
Entertainment Television.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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Team Absolute|New Delhi

inger-composer Shankar
Mahadevan shot to fame
crooning "Breathless" in 1998.
The song, which runs for three
minutes and five seconds, was
recorded to sound as if it had
been sung without a break or
even a pause for breath.
Although the song doesn't fall
in the category of
rap, it bears a
similarity with
that genre of
music in the
sense that rap
requires continuous singing,
almost without a break.
Mahadevan has never taken up rap as the defining option in
his long and illustrious musical career, but he strongly believes
the genre is a very important form of music.
"Rap is contemporary music and a very important form of
music. People should be aware that it's the genesis of black

A

culture. I have a lot of respect for
freestyle rap. The rappers who get on to
the stage and do freestyle rap are
amazing," the 54-year-old musician
told IANS.
Besides creating solo compositions, Shankar is also part of
Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy, the
Bollywood trio

S
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along with Ehsaan Noorani and
Loy Mendonsa. They recently composed music for the web
series "Bandish Bandits" which was well-received by the
young audience. Till date, Mahadevan has composed music
for around 70 films. His son Siddharth Mahadevan is also a
playback singer. "Our youth is the most intelligent set of people. So, it's very wrong to judge and say this is for the youth
and this is not for the youth," he concluded.

Kangana Ranaut to
host reality show

BABIL
KHAN: TRIPTI
DIMRI IS NEXT BIG STAR

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress Kangana Ranaut is all set to make her OTT debut
with an Indian adaptation of the popular television
series "Temptation Island".
"Kangana is going to be the host of a reality show which will
premiere on an OTT platform. The show will be an Indian
adaptation of the American reality show Temptation Island,
and the actress has already signed on the dotted lines and is all
set to kickstart the shoot," a source close to the development
revealed. The show "Temptation Island" brings together couples and singles to test their bond and strengthen their connections. Besides this, Kangana is gearing up for the release of
her film "Thalaivi", which has been delayed due to the second
wave of the Covid-19. She also has "Dhaakad", the period
drama "Manikarnika Returns: The Legend Of Didda" and
"Tejas" in the pipeline. Besides this, Kangana will also don the
director's hat for "Emergency", based on the life of late Indian
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. On Tuesday, the official website
of her film production company Manikarnika Films
announced Nawazuddin Siddiqui had been signed for her
upcoming production "Tiku Weds Sheru".

A

Team Absolute|Mumbai

abil Khan, son of late Irrfan Khan, took to social media on
Wednesday sharing a video clip of actress Tripti Dimri, his
co-star in the upcoming film "Qala".
"Trying her best xD. Qala coming soon. Tripti Dimri is the next
big star, mark my words," wrote Babil on Instagram.
In the video clip, Tripti is seen walking on snow in the mountains. She is dressed in a red overcoat, a black top, black bottoms, and blue gloves.
Tripti replied to Babil's post: "Hahaha you're the sweetest. Imagine this with *Duniya hasseno ka mela playing
in the background (me as Bobby Deol)."
Babil and Tripti's film "Qala" is directed by
Anvitaa Dutt, and produced by Anushka
Sharma and her brother Karnesh
Ssharma.
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